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Abstract—The output of a mu ltip le criteria decision
method often has to be analyzed using some sensitivity
analysis technique. The SAW MCDM method is
commonly used in management sciences and there is a
critical need for a robust approach to sensitivity analysis
in the context that uncertain data is often present in
decision models. Most of the sensitivity analysis
techniques for the SAW method involve Monte Carlo
simu lation methods on the initial data. These methods are
computationally intensive and often require comp lex
software. In this paper, the SAW method is extended to
include an objective function which makes it easy to
analyze the influence of specific changes in certain
criteria values thus making easy to perform sensitivity
analysis.
Index Terms—SAW, Sensivity
Objective Function.

Analysis , MCDM,

I. INT RODUCT ION
Multiple criteria decision making (M CDM ) is used
when a decision maker wishes to find the best alternative
or rank a list of alternatives in a rational and efficient
manner when mu lt iple decision criteria are involved. One
of the earliest MCDM methods used is the simple
additive weighting (SAW) [1],[2],[3],[4]. The SAW
method is largely used in the management discip line for
selection of suppliers, projects and facility locations [5],
[6], [7]. Ho wever, the SAW method is less used in the
research community in favour of other methods such as
the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [8], [9], [10] and
Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal
Solution (TOPSIS) [7],[8],[11],[12].
In a M CDM problem there are four co mponents,
namely: (1) alternatives, (2) criteria, (3) relat ive
importance (weights) of each criterion, and (4) criterion
values for each alternative. A decision table consisting of
these four components is shown in Table 1. The decision
table shows alternatives,
(
), criteria,
(
), weights of criteria,
(
) and the
measures of performance of alternatives, .
There are four main steps in the formulation of MCDM
problems:
1.
2.

Determining the relevant criteria and alternatives.
Ascertain the measures of performance of the
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3.
4.

alternatives in terms of the selected criteria.
Attaching numerical measures to the relative
importance (criteria weights)
Application of an algorithm on the numerical
values to determine a ranking of each alternative.

Quantitative decision methods like the SAW and
TOPSIS takes the decision table given in Table 1 as input
and produces a ranked set of alternatives. Although this
output could be useful to decision makers many times
decision makers wish to analyze the impact of changes to
criteria data given the fact that some of the data in the
first place may be uncertain. This process is called
sensitivity analysis (SA) [13],[15] and helps the decision
maker co mpare d ifferent scenarios and their potential
outcomes based on changing conditions. In management
decisions involving selection of suppliers, projects and
procurement of assets often involve sensitivity analysis.
Since SAW is a common ly used MCDM method in the
management discipline it is important to have a robust
approach to sensitivity analysis as it relates to the SAW
method.
T able 1. Components of a Decision Problem

Linear Programming (LP) provides a natural
framework for SA which is typically done after the
optimal solution to the problem is determined. The SA is
said to be a post-optimality step. The decision maker
wants to see how sensitive an optimal alternat ive is to
changes in the constraints and the objective function.
However, research on SA in MCDM methods is limited
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2016, 5, 27-33
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with respect to post-optimality step approaches.
To capture the advantages that the LP method has as it
relates to SA, we proposed an extension of the SAW
method called Sensitive - Simp le Additive Weights (SSAW) method which due to its use of an objective
function provides a framework for a novel approach to
sensitivity analysis which does not involve weight
changes or changes to alternatives criteria values. Like
the LP approach, selected changes are made to the
objective function and the impact of the optimal
alternative is studied.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an
overview of existing approaches to sensitivity analysis in
MCDM methods. The SAW method and the S-SAW
method which can be seen as an extension to the SAW
method are described in Sections III and IV respectively.
The S-SAW method for sensitivity analysis is discussed
in Section V and examples to show how the new
approach to sensitivity analysis works are provided.
Section VI introduces mathemat ical insights of how the
S-SAW method works. Finally, the last section presents
the conclusion of the proposed method.

II. EXIST ING A PPROACHES T O SENSIT IVIT Y A NALYSIS
A lot of research on SA as it relates to MCDM
methods is focused on the assessment and in fluence of
criteria weights [14], [15], [16] with the goal of
determining how crit ical each criterion is. The
conclusions of [14] suggest that the most sensitive
decision criterion is the one with the highest weight, if
weight changes are meas ured in relat ive terms. This
approach is limited because it does not address the
combine impact of selected criteria on the ranked
alternatives.
The authors of [14] p resented a complex sensitivity
analysis approach which deals with the change of the
values of the alternatives against the criteria. A fixed set
of criteria weights are used in the sensitivity analysis
process to determine the range of values that a given
criterion can have without altering the rank order of the
alternatives given that all other criteria weights are kept
constant. This approach is useful but is very involved and
requires a lot of effort to determine the change to a given
criterion for a part icular alternative wh ich would invoke a
rank change in that alternative.
SA in M CDM is often not done as a post-optimality
step like in the LP approach. Many approaches [14], [18]
use Monte Carlo Simulat ions methods for the generation
of data sets based on the initial data. These data sets are
then used to study how slight variations of the in it ial
criteria data values result in the changes of ranking of the
optimal alternative. In this way, decision makers will
know what impact each criterion has on the optimal
alternative. The main drawback of this approach is that it
is computational intensive.
When Monte Carlo methods are used with MCDM
techniques [3],[18],[19] the result is that a definit ive
answer is not provided due to the fact that the inputs are
stochastic in nature. As a result these approaches can lead
Copyright © 2016 MECS

to complex interpretations about the risks associated with
solutions.
Considering the rev iewed gaps in sensitivity analysis
involving Monte Carlo MCDM techniques and the
drawbacks of the post-optimality approaches of [14],
[15], [16] this paper introduces a post-optimality
approach which uses an objective function where selected
changes are made to the objective function and the impact
of the optimal alternative is studied.

III. SAW
The SAW MCDM method is very simple and popular.
The method takes the decision table shown in Table 1 as
input and produces a ranked set of alternatives. There are
two types of evaluation criteria: benefit and cost criteria.
A benefit criterion means that the higher the value of the
criterion the better the value is for a g iven alternative. For
example, if a customer has a choice between two Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) A [bandwidth = 500 Mbps, price
= $200] and B [bandwidth = 200 Mbps, price = $50], and
the criteria are price and bandwidth, then bandwidth is a
benefit criterion since a customer wou ld want higher
bandwidths. On the other hand, price is a cost criterion
since a customer would want to minimize the price he
pays for the service.
A key part of the SAW method is the normalization
process, which takes criteria performance values and
transform them to dimensionless units. The larger the
normalized value beco mes, the more preference it has.
There are basically two approaches to normalization:
1.

2.

Distance-Based Normalization Methods [20] – this
invloves measuring the eucludian distance from
origin for each criterion
Proportion Based Normalization Methods - the
proportion of difference between performance
value of the alternative and the worst performance
value to difference the between the best and the
worst performance values [21]

The SAW method can be used with different
normalizat ion procedures. In this paper, we use the
Linear Scale Transformation, MaxM in method [2], [22]
which is a proportion based normalization method. Using
this method the decision matrix g iven in Table 1 is
normalized by equations 1 and 2:
(1)
(2)
where

are normalized criterion values,
is the
for criterion
and,
is the
for
criterion ,
and
are, respectively, the sets of benefit
and cost criteria. Associated with each criterion colu mn
in the decision matrix
is weighting
such that
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. The overall assessment of each alternative
is computed by Equation 3. The greater the value
means that the alternative is ranked higher.

29

largest value represents the preferred alternat ive. An
analysis of the S-SAW method will be given in Section
VI.

(3)
(6)
IV. S-SAW M ET HOD
The S-SAW method can be seen as an extension of the
SAW method. The majo r difference is that the S -SAW
allo ws the decision maker to define an objective function
which governs the optimization goals of each criterion.
This concept of optimization will be formally defined in
Section V1. The first step in the S-SAW method is to
normalized the decision matrix g iven in Table 1 by using
equations 4 and 5:
(4)

The S-SAW algorith m has a special property which the
SAW algorith m does not possess. This is the ability for
the decision maker to express which criteria are to be
optimized, ignored or minimized. Th is special property is
achieved via the use of an objective function which
should not be confused with criteria weights. In other
words, the decision maker has mo re power to customize
the type of alternatives the decision system p roduces. The
SAW only allo ws the decision maker to consider criteria
weightings.
A. S-SAW Examples

(5)
where

are normalized criterion values,
is the
for criterion
and,
is the
for
criterion ,
and
are, respectively, the sets of benefit
and cost criteria. The
mat rix has dimensionless values
in the range
. The function which transforms the
matrix
to
can be any monotonic continuous
increasing or decreasing function whose range exists on
.
The proposed S-SAW method has a
function which
accepts a criterion and maps it to the set
. That
is
where
. The value for
is decided by the decision maker and
is called the
objective coefficient.
Key to the S-SAW method is Equation 6. After the
matrix mult iplication process the
position with the

Table 2 shows a decision problem with 5 alternatives
and 5 decision criteria. The decision matrix before
normalizat ion shows the
and
values for each
criterion. Using Equations 4 and 5 the data is normalized
and then Equation 6 is used to produce . The rank order
of the alternatives is shown in the co lu mn labelled
"Rank". Table 2 has a value of
for the optimization
coefficient value of each criterion, meaning that
alternatives which "optimize" values for all or most
criteria will be ranked higher.
The data in Table 3 is similar to Table 2 with the only
difference that each optimization coefficient value is set
to -1, mean ing that alternatives wth minimu m values for
all or most criteria will be ranked higher. Notice that the
rank order in Table 2 is
and
the rank order in Tab le 3 is
which is a complete reversal of the order.

T able 2. Example of S-SAW operation under optimization function F^* (j)=1 for j=1,...,m
Decision Matrix

Normalized Decision Matrix

Criteria
0.41

0.013

0.30

0.06

0.22

0.41

0.013

0.30

0.06

0.22

0.36

0.25

0.29

0.30

0.32

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.98

0.63

0.95

0.83

0.73

0.91

1

0.36

0.28

0.04

0.09

0.02

1.00

1.00

-1.00

-0.82

-1.00

-0.13

3

0.03

0.17

0.30

0.22

0.26

-1.00

-0.14

0.95

0.22

0.41

-0.03

4

0.16

0.20

0.30

0.07

0.03

-0.19

0.13

1.00

-1.00

-0.92

-0.04

2

0.10

0.09

0.08

0.32

0.37

-0.58

-1.00

-0.66

1.00

1.00

-0.17

5

0.36

0.28

0.30

0.32

0.37

0.03

0.09

0.04

0.07

0.02

Opt. Goal
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T able 3. Example of S-SAW operation under optimization function F^* (j)=-1 for j=1,...,m
Decision Matrix

Normalized Decision Matrix

Criteria
0.41

0.013

0.30

0.06

0.22
0.32

0.41
-1.00
0.98

0.013
-1.00
0.63

0.30
-1.00
0.95

0.06
-1.00
0.83

0.22
-1.00
0.73

0.36

0.25

0.29

0.30

0.17

Rank
5

0.36

0.28

0.04

0.03
0.16

0.17
0.20

0.30
0.30

0.09

0.02

1.00

1.00

-1.00

-0.82

-1.00

0.13

2

0.22
0.07

0.26
0.03

-1.00
-0.19

-0.14
0.13

0.95
1.00

0.22
-1.00

0.41
-0.92

0.04
0.03

4
3

0.10

0.09

0.36

0.28

0.08

0.32

0.37

-0.58

-1.00

-0.66

1.00

1.00

-0.91

1

0.30

0.32

0.37

0.03

0.09

0.04

0.07

0.02

Opt. Goal

T able 4. Example of SAW operation. T here is no concept of an optimization
Decision Matrix

Normalized Decision Matrix

Criteria
0.41

0.013

0.30

0.06

0.22

0.41

0.013

0.30

0.06

0.22

0.36

0.25

0.29

0.30

0.32

0.99

0.81

0.98

0.91

0.87

0.95

1

0.36
0.03

0.28
0.17

0.04
0.30

0.09
0.22

0.02
0.26

1.00
0.00

1.00
0.43

0.00
0.97

0.09
0.61

0.00
0.71

0.43
0.48

3
4

0.16

0.20

0.30

0.07

0.03

0.40

0.57

1.00

0.00

0.04

0.48

2

0.10

0.09

0.08

0.32

0.37

0.21

0.00

0.17

1.00

1.00

0.43

5

0.36

0.28

0.30

0.32

0.37

0.03

0.09

0.04

0.07

0.02

T able 5. Examples of how the S-SAW method is used to calculate the Sensivitiy measures: MIRR and LIRR
Rank Order

Change?

Ratio

Yes

1|5
(MIRR)

0.41

0.013

0.3

0.06

0.22

1

1

1

1

1

-1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

-1
-1

1
1

1
-1

1
1

No
No

1

-1

1

-1

-1

No

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

Yes

The SAW method is a special case of the S-SAW
method where the optimization coefficient value of each
criterion is set to 1. Table 4 shows the SAW method
output for the same data as in Table 2. The main
difference is that the SAW method normalization matrix
values exists on
rather than
. The final
ranking is
. Ho wever, the SAW
method does not have an optimization option for criteria
where the decision maker can have an influence on the
rank order of the alternatives based on his optimizat ion
preferences.

V. SENSIT IVIT Y A NALYSIS WIT H S-SAW
The approach to sensitivity analysis in this paper
focuses on how a collection o f criteria impact on the
optimal alternative. The objective coefficient for each
criterion in the collection is set to either 1 or -1 until
Copyright © 2016 MECS

4|5
(LIRR)

the preferred optimal alternative is no longer optimal.
Consider the following definitions:
Most Important Resistant (MIR) Criteri a Set Given a preferred alternative
and a set of criteria
where
for all criteria
,
the MIR criteria set
is the smallest set of criteria
where
that will invoke a change in
the rank order such that
is no longer preferred
alternative. The criteria p are ordered fro m highest
criterion to lowest criterion weight.
Least Important Resistant (LIR) Criteria Set Given a preferred alternative
and a set of criteria
where
for all criteria
,
the LIR criteria set
is the smallest set of criteria
where
,
that will invoke a change in
the rank order such that
is no longer preferred
alternative. The criteria p are ordered fro m lowest
criterion to highest criterion weight.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2016, 5, 27-33
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T able 6. Modified Decision Matrix
Decision Matrix
Criteria
0.41

0.013

0.30

0.06

0.22

0.29

0.25

0.29

0.30

0.32

0.03

0.28

0.04

0.09

0.02

0.30
0.16

0.17
0.20

0.30
0.30

0.22
0.07

0.26
0.03

0.16

0.09

0.08

0.32

0.37

0.36

0.28

0.30

0.32

0.37

0.03

0.09

0.04

0.07

0.02

Opt. Goal

T able 7. Calculate the Sensivitiy measures: MIRR and LIRR after modification of decision problem given in T able 2
Rank Order

Change?

0.41

0.013

0.3

0.06

0.22

1

1

1

1

1

-1

1

1

1

1

No

-1

1

-1

1

1

Yes

1

1

1

1

1

No

1

-1

1

1

1

No

1

-1

1

-1

1

Yes

MIR Ratio Let
where is the MIR criteria
set. Then the MIR Ratio is given by
where
is the number of criteria in the decision problem.
LIR Rati o Let
where is the LIR criteria set.
Then the MIR Ratio is given
where is the
number of criteria in the decision problem.
The MIRR and LIRR are defined in terms of the
preferred alternative wh ich results from the S-SAW final
ranking. An examp le of how the MIRR and LIRR are
calculated is g iven in Table 6. The decision data used is
given in Table 2.
The MIRR measures how stable the preferred
alternative is with respect to min imu m values for criteria
with the highest weights. The MIRR determines the
minimu m nu mber of the most important criteria wh ich
can be min imized and cause a change in the preferred
alternative. The MIRR is given as
where x is the
smallest number of the most important criteria wh ich
caused the change in the preferred alternative. If x is
small relat ive to m this means that the preferred
alternative depends heavily on criteria with high weights
and these criteria need to be measure with a great degree
of accuracy. Table 5 shows a MIRR value of 1|5 or
for the decision prob lem wh ich means that the preferred
alternative is very sensitive to . On the other hand, if
MIRR is large this means that the preferred alternative is
very stable when there is uncertainty with the most
important criteria.
The LIRR measures how stable the preferred
alternative is with respect to min imu m values for criteria
with the lo west weighs. The LIRR determines the
minimu m nu mber of the least important criteria wh ich
Copyright © 2016 MECS

Ratio

2|5
(MIRR)

2|5
(LIRR)

can be min imized and cause a change in the preferred
alternative. The LIRR is g iven as
where y is the
smallest number o f least important criteria wh ich caused
the change in the preferred alternative. If LIRR is less
than 0.3 this means that the preferred alternative depends
heavily on criteria with low weights. This situation means
that the preferred alternative cannot survive a large
degree of uncertainty and that some other alternative is
very close to becoming the optimal alternative. Table 5
shows a LIRR value of
for the decision problem
which means that the preferred alternative is sensitive to
the set
since these criteria have the 4
lowest weights. The worse values for
and
will invoke a change in the preferred alternative and
therefore the decision maker has to be aware of this so
that he will not consider this situation if he wishes to
maintain the position of the optimal alternative. This
value for the LIRR reinforces the conclusion made fro m
the MIRR value wh ich suggests that the decision problem
is very sensitive to .
Because
has the the highest weighting does not
necessary makes the results of the above analysis obvious.
Consider, Tab le 6 which shows a slightly modified
decision mat rix fro m the one given in Table 2. The new
MIRR value is 2|5 or
for the modified decision
problem which means that the preferred alternative
is
not as sensitive to criterion
(which has the highest
weighting) as in the previous decision problem.
This is illustrated in Table 7 and it means that the
decision maker can tolerant more uncertainty in
values.
The measurement also suggests that the criteria in the set
collect ively
influence
the
output.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2016, 5, 27-33
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Similarly, fro m Table VII the LIRR values for the new
decision problem is 2|5 or
which means that the
preferred alternative is sensitive to the set
.

VI. S-SAW OBJECT IVE FUNCT ION
The S-SAW objective function is the key for
understanding the rationale for using the MIR and LIR
measures for SA. It is important at this time to define the
concept of a pareto optimal alternative.
A Pareto opti mal alternati ve is an alternative fro m
a set of alternatives , where there exists no other
alternative
such that
for all,
with at least one strict inequality.
Note that the set of alternatives may or may not
contain a pareto optimal alternative or there may exists a
subset
of pareto optimal alternatives. Also, is a
weak pareto optimal alternative fro m a set of alternatives
, when there exists no other alternative
such that
for all,
. In this paper the
term pareto optimal is used to represent both situations
where
or
for all,
.
Lemma 1 Given a set of alternatives the S-SAW
method will rank a pareto optimal alternative as the
preferred alternative if the object ive function
.
Proof. Let
for
and
be
the maximu m of
.
Note that
.
If alternative
is not pareto optimal then there is
another alternative for which
and the
inequality is strict for at least one j then
wh ich is
a contradiction.
As discussed earlier, when
for all criteria ,
the SAW and S-SAW have the same alternative ranking.
According to Lemma 1 the preferred alternative would be
an optimal alternative. What about when
for
all criteria ? Would the preferred alternative be ranked
last in the rank order of alternatives? Consider Lemma 2.
Lemma 2 Given a set of alternatives the S-SAW
method will rank the preferred alternative as the last
alternative in the rank order of alternatives if the
objective function
.
Proof. Let
for
and
Fro m Lemma 1,
has the highest value and it is the
preferred optimal alternative. Therefo re, - will be the
lowest value and so alternative
will rank
the preferred alternative as the last alternative in the rank
order of alternatives.
Fro m Lemma 2, the highest possible value of
intuitively means that all criteria have maximu m values
for
values in the decision table. When
the
explanation of why the least ranked alternative is ran ked
as the preferred alternative is interesting. When
Copyright © 2016 MECS

and
then the product of the two will be
positive. Hence
for all criteria and
therefore
.
Lemma 2 justifies why MIR and LIR measures are
calculated by first setting
for all criteria. In the
case of the MIR the criteria with the highest weights are
set to
where
until the preferred
alternative ranking is changed. Each criterion that is
minimized will decrease the value of
relative to the preferred alternative
.
Higher
(see Section V) means that more important
criteria have to be min imized before there is a different
preferred alternative. If
is small relat ive to
this
means that the preferred alternative depends heavily on
the members of
and therefore a great degree of
accuracy must be employed for measuring these criteria.
The range of the SAW normalization is
and that
of the S-SAW normalization is
]. The justification
for using
in the S-SAW is simp ly to make the
range symmetric so that an additive inverse exists for
each
for all and values. This means
that the operation
has meaningful
addition. Ho wever, in the case of the SAW method where
normalizat ion has a range of
, the
product does
not have an additive inverse on
. Th is means that the
addition operation is compromised.

VII. CONCLUSION
An extension of the SAW method called Sensitive
Simp le Additive Weights (S-SAW) method is proposed
which allows a decision maker to do sensitivity analysis
as a post-optimality step like in linear programming. The
method introduces an objective function for criteria and
uses this function to min imize or maximize criteria
optimization goals. Two quantitative measures: MIRR
and LIRR are introduced which allows the decision
maker to measure different
sensitivity aspects of the decision problem which
informs the decision maker of the degree of risk he
should allow for a given criterion or groups of criteria.
By using examp les it is shown that the introduced
quantitative measures helps the decision maker to
determine which criterion or group of criteria influences
the stability of the preferred alternative and gives a
qualitative insight into which criteria can tolerant
uncertainty. Therefore, using the S-SAW approach would
help deciaion makers better evualtae risks associated with
decision criteria.
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